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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Sean Haren Racing 

Win Bet - Exeter 1625 - Gustav @ 10/3 


Trend Betting 

Win Bet - Brighton 1830 - Arctic Sea @ 4/1 


Two Percent Club 

Win Bet - Punchestown 1730 - Douvan @ 11/10 
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Roma Can Avoid Defeat At Anfield Tonight 

Liverpool are unbeaten in European football in 15 home matches and the atmosphere 
at Anfield is certainly a factor. The fans went too far in welcoming the Manchester City 
team bus in the last round and crossed the line between banter and intimidation. A 
football club has its culture and identity and the passion of home fans is a massive 
factor in the Champions League. City could not cope in the first half in the quarter-
finals and the tie was over after 45 minutes. Roma are another kettle of fish and are 
used to hostile environments so can secure a DRAW at 7/2 with William Hill.  


In the European Cup era the away team would set their stall out not to concede and 
were happy with a goalless draw. However, it is now uncommon for a team who do 
not score an away in the first leg to proceed to the next round. Not scoring in the first 
match on the road leaves a team vulnerable to an away goal which then makes life 
very difficult. The current Roma generation understand the value of an away goal. 
Roma have scored in all 10 away matches this year and that run can continue at 
Anfield tonight. The logical conclusion is to back BTTS at 8/11 with Ladbrokes.    


It’s the first day of the Punchestown Festival which is Ireland’s version of Cheltenham. 
However, whereas Irish horses are entered en masse at Cheltenham there are few UK 
runners at Punchestown this week. The money and talent has migrated to Ireland and 
it takes an exceptional horse to beat them in their own back yard. Irish racing has now 
become a duopoly with Willie Mullins and Gordon Elliott dominating the scene. 
Mullins is well off the pace in the trainer’s championship and must win the Grade 1 
Champion Chase today (5.30). He has three runners and the best is DOUVAN who 
should be backed at Evens with Betfair.   


There are two other Grade 1 contests on the first of five fixtures at Punchestown this 
week. The opening contest is at 3.40 and this could be described as a twilight 
meeting that has the best of both worlds. The racing starts at a reasonable time and 
doesn’t impinge on the evening and the concept works for the track. Seven of the 10 
runners in the Champion Novice Hurdle (4.20) are trained by Mullins and Elliott. The 
former can cut into Elliott’s lead with GETABIRD winning at Evens with bet365.     
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Hughes, Gordon And Elsworth All Looking Good - By High 
Roller Racing


At the moment there are three trainers who I feel we need to sit-up and take notice of 
because they are in pretty good form... it will be prudent to look at their entries and 
runners over the next week or so. It could prove very profitable to.


Chris Gordon doesn’t stand out when we talk about top trainers but his horses are in 
top form at the moment.The yard has had recent victories for Mellow Ben, Rothman, 
Ramore Will,  Baddesley Knight plus a career best for Highway One O One all 
highlighting Chris’s very good form. A significant amount of the yards horses are 
running to form at this early stage of the season. Over the next few days Fizzlestix has 
plenty going for him and Ballycoe is appealing and he has good form at this time of 
year. So eyes need to be on Chris Gordon’s team.


The yard of Richard Hughes is also banging in the winners at the moment and stable 
jockey Shane a Kelly riding well. The stables Katy’s Legacy surely deserves extra 
credit for recent win over a distance short of her best and could well follow up. She 
will be better over further as her stamina is drawn out. This is a yard where a large 
percentage of its horses are running to form at the moment. In the coming days Um 
Sharma and Noteworthy are two I think could run well for the yard and both look 
much better handicapped than their bare form shows. Both very much respected... 
keep an eye on them.


David Elsworth has only had a couple of winners in the last two months but if you look 
at the form of his horses over fifty per cent are actually running to form. I am thinking 
that an explosion of winners could be about to occur from David’s yard and I am 
keeping my eyes on his entries and runners in the coming weeks especially as his 
horses become better handicapped. Horses we should look for from this yard are 
Dance Teacher, Dash Of Spice and Cosmopolitan Queen. Look to see if any of this 
yards horses have been dropped in the weights to their last winning handicap mark 
and if so then get interested!


High Roller Racing has had a week of some winners and some close seconds…
frustrating! This coming week so far I have FOUR PLANNED BETS and you can get 
your hands on these tips FREE and pay only £10 if the one daily tip wins. We only tip 
a maximum of one tip per day and we only expect you to pay £10 for a winning tip. 
Join High Roller here by following this link. Have a good week.


CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE - ONLY PAY FOR WINNERS! 
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Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Back in form last week on our newsletter with 2 big winners ONDERUN 16/1 
and JULLY LES BUXY 12/1! 


This is what we said about ONDERUN ONDERUN "16/1 paddy power was well 
beaten by some of these last race, but today the horse carries a stone less 
weight and that might just make him competitive. Over this distance on a stiff 
track it must make a huge amount of difference to the horse. I can see him 
being in the mix today with a good round. The risk is justified in the price." 


It certainly did come to fruition and the horse ran his rivals into the ground a 
huge gamble landed for connections. "JULLY LES BUXY 12/1 is worthy of a 
chance here on his first run for a new stable and I can see the horse running a 
decent race. He appears happy at his new home and reports are he is thriving, It 
would be nice to see that on the track today 12/1 is reasonable without being 
over generous." 


We saw that too a great piece of info from our contacts and with the sp at 12/1 
as well a great return for all members on the day. 


There have been other big winners this week and it's nice to finally start getting 
back to form. It’s probably a great time to join after an uninspiring few months 
we could be about to enter a new realm of profit. (we follow a similar pattern 
every year) With years of proof of profits, we have proven our model time and 
again and with a profit every year of well over a 100 points we could well take 
off. JOIN US NOW AND MAKE THE RIGHT INVESTMENTS. 


Tuesdays Horses In Focus  

Brighton 4-15 Handicap (Class 5) 6f - BALTIC PRINCE looks a bit over priced at 
6/1 and has the best rating of the race. He also gets in off a decent weight with 
Poppy taking off 7lbs and a capable rider. EVERYLLACHY could also run well at 
15/2 is one for the rev forecast and I would throw in TIGERWOLF for a combi 
forecast as if the horse is back he is still well handicapped under a penalty. 


Brighton 6-30 Handicap (Class 5) 10f - I am sweet on the chance of LET’S BE 
HAPPY at 10/1 the horse is coming back from a winter break and is doing well 
in training. They think the horse is still progressing and could have more to offer 
this season. May need the run but they have put the hours in with this one. And 
is as fit as can be at home 10/1 looks like plenty of value to me. 
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Brighton 7-40 Handicap (Class 6) 8f - POUR LE VICTOIRE is quite short but I do 
think the horse will win 11/4 is about right but he could win like an odds on shot 
should. Master on both our lists and from a stable in top form see below for 
more on that! 


Exeter 4-25 Handicap Chase (Class 5) 18f - HOLEINTHE WALL BAR was a non-
runner when we backed it last time with the ground not drying in time. If the info 
was good, then the horse should have a big chance today. 18/1 looks worth a 
punt. 


One team that is in big form has sights on multiple winners today and could well 
be worth playing a few each way multiples.  


TONY CARROL'S TEAM TODAY  

These are his horses running today I wouldn’t put you off an each way multiple 


16:15 24th Apr 18 Brighton - Baltic Prince (IRE) 6/1  

17:25 24th Apr 18 Brighton - Madrinho (IRE) 4/1  

18:30 24th Apr 18 Brighton - Poetic Force (IRE) 6/1  

19:30 24th Apr 18 Huntingdon - Heurtevent (FR) 14/1  

19:40 24th Apr 18 Brighton - Pour La Victoire 11/4 

CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 
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